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second volume devoted to zone electrophoresis. Both 
books are intended as practical handbooks for use in the 
clinical and biochemical laboratory. Sections of both 
volumes are replete with clinical interpretations. Together 
with Ivor Smith, who is the editor and also a contributor, 
there are thirty other contributing authors, each writing 
about a subject related to his own work. They have at
tempted to select critically and adequately describe useful 
techniques rather than to make a review of the literature; 
and in this lies the value of their work. 

Volume I deals mainly with paper chromatography. It 
begins with the description of a "Universal Apparatus ," to 
which it has been intended, without complete success, to 
relate wherever possible all the methods described in the 
book. There follows a very worthwhile general discussion 
of the preparation of sample and reagent solutions, the 
choice of solvents and methods of selecting and preparing sam
ples for separation. Sections follow on the separation of 
specific classes of compounds including amino acids (with 
new chapters on DXP and phenylthiohydantoin derivatives), 
various classes of naturally occurring heterocyclics and 
some of their derivatives, sugars, keto and other acids, 
phenolic acids, various lipids, drugs important in forensic 
work (with new chapters on alkaloids and "neu t ra l " drugs), 
and steroids. 

There are new chapters on plant phenols and tannins, in
organic ions and on handling, separating and locating radio
active compounds. While a useful chapter on the study of 
intermediary metabolism of labeled compounds provides 
some information on the separation and identification of 
sugar phosphates, it would be useful if in some future edi
tion there were included a chapter on the chromatography 
of organic phosphorus compounds. There is a new section 
on ion exchange celluloses (available in powdered or paper 
forms), and a chapter on partition columns, but not a men
tion in it of ion exchange resins. Sections on ion exchange 
resin chromatography and on gas chromatography would 
both make worthwhile additions to a future edition. Also, 
wider reference might be made to the excellent commercially 
available micro-pipettes (rather than to various models of 
homemade capillaries with "cycle valve rubber tee t s" and 
other gimmicks) and to the good quality commercially 
available acetylated and other reverse phase papers. 

Volume II is devoted to zone electrophoresis. I t has a 
fragmental organization that permits technical fine points to 
serve as chapter subjects: high as opposed to low voltage 
separations of small molecules, electrophoresis of serum on 
paper as opposed to electrophoresis on cellulose acetate or 
opposed to electrophoresis on agar or starch gels. This 
causes unavoidable repetitions and incomplete coverage, 
and results from the fact that the individual authors of each 
section are presenting rather complete descriptions of types 
of research. This topicality has some value to the lab 
worker who can find a complete discussion of a method in 
one chapter. 

The book contains complete directions for constructing 
and using equipment for electrophoresis on papers, films, 
gels, starch blocks and even rubber sponges. There is also 
a chapter on the use of continuous (hanging curtain) 
electrophoresis. The discussions spread throughout the 
book of the relative merits of high (1-10 kv.) as opposed to 
low voltage, of various supporting media and various other 
details are worth looking for. There is some coverage of 
the separation of small molecules, but more could be said 
about nucleotides, and there is no mention of sugar phos
phates. 

The main concern of Volume II is blood proteins. There 
are demonstrable changes in the serum of patients with in
fections, liver damage, malignant conditions, genetic dis
orders, etc. As well as staining procedures for proteins, 
lipoproteins and glycoproteins, there are given complete 
descriptions of many immunological methods. These 
methods, wheu coupled with electrophoresis ("Immuno
electrophoresis") provide an acutely sensitive way for dis
covering the purity or dispersity of a protein. Also there 
is a complete chapter on the detection and study of abnormal 
hemoglobins. Although Volume II lacks the breadth of 
appeal of Volume I, it should be of some worth to any bio
chemist who is working with proteins, or contemplating 
setting up some sort of electrophoretic apparatus. I t be
longs on the shelf in laboratories where there is active re
search with blood proteins. 

These books cannot be expected to contain a complete 
guide to chromatographic and electrophoretic techniques. 
They are a practical collection of methods and gadgets and 
as such fill an important need. 
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The major concern in this book is the preparation of suit

able derivatives of unknown organic materials. In this 
respect, the text represents a useful addition to the present 
literature in the field of qualitative organic analysis. I t 
must be noted that this book does not pretend to be a com
plete discussion of the characterization of organic com
pounds. The standard techniques and tests for functional 
group classification are mentioned only in passing in the 
brief second chapter. Physical methods of functional group 
classification are not discussed. 

Within the delineated area, the preparation of deriva
tives, the book is most useful. The bulk of the text is 
divided into chapters dealing with satisfactory derivatives 
of the various classes of organic compounds: hydrocarbons, 
halides, compounds containing the hydroxy! group, etc. The 
discussions are remarkably inclusive. For a given derivative 
there is generally a good discussion of the advantages, dis
advantages and pitfalls in the use of the particular reaction, 
detailed, generalized experimental instructions, necessary 
information concerning the preparation of the reagent and 
important literature references. In certain cases, there is a 
brief discussion of theoretical principles involved in the 
derivative-forming reactions. The number of derivatives 
included is quite remarkable. No less than 35 reagents are 
mentioned for the preparation of hydrazones from aldehydes 
and ketones. Of these 35, only those most generally used 
are discussed in detail. 

The material in each chapter is summarized by extensive 
tables of derivatives. While the number of compounds in 
the tables is somewhat less than that found in other standard 
textbooks of qualitative organic analysis, the number of 
derivatives per compound is much greater. For example, 
the available information concerning 16 different derivatives 
of the simple carboxylic acids has been tabulated. For the 
primary aliphatic amines the available properties of 26 
derivatives have been included. I t is this remarkable 
inclusiveness concerning the formation of derivatives which 
makes this book a valuable contribution to the field of 
qualitative organic analysis. 
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Bibliografia Polarografica 1922-1959. Parte I. Elenco dei 
Lavori e Indice Degli Autori. Supplemento N. 12. By 
DOTT. LUCIANA GRIGGIO. Consiglio Nazionale Delle 
Ricerche, Piazzale delle Scienze, n. 7, Rome, Italv. 1960. 
80 pp. 17 X 24 cm. Price, L. 1000. 
This fifth volume of this well known continuing series 

presents papers that were presented at two conferences in 
August, 1959, at the University of Padua. The first twelve 
papers, from the first conference, deal with the broad subject 
of the relation between constitution and physico-chemical 
behavior. Since none of these papers is concerned with 
polarography they would seem to be out of place in this 
volume. 

The second half of the volume comprises ten papers from 
the second conference on "Relationship between Polar-
ographic Constants and Molecular Structure." These pro
vide very good reviews of the current state of knowledge of 
several facets of the theme subject. Most of the papers are 


